Application of polyacrylamide hydrogel in augmentation mammoplasty.
To review our experience with the application of polyacylamide hydrogel (PaH) as an injectable filling material in augmentation mammoplasty. From Oct. 1997 to Mar. 2002, PaH was used in 800 patients with breasts of insufficient size to be commensurate with the body. PaH was injected into the cavity under the breast tissue at a chosen point at the level of submammary crease. The reconstructed beast by injection of PaH was satisfactorily improved in terms of the shape and feel in comparison with the state before the operations. The total incidence of complications was 12%, but all of them were corrected. PaH is an ideal filling material in augmentation mammoplasty with such merits as safety, operability, good tolerability and absence of postoperative scars, to ensure excellent effect of the operation.